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FEDERATION of PARENTS and FRIENDS

of LESBIANS and GAYS, Inc.
P.O. Box 20308
Denver. Colorado 80220
(303) 321·2270

January 25, 1988

Dear Norma:
I just finished writing the authorization letter
for you. flinor dictated the essense of it.
Hope it helps and clarifies for any situation
you may need to substantiate your grou~'s
validity.
Here is a packet of basic Federation informa-
tion. I don"c know VI/hatall you may have already
~2en S2~~ :y ~.A. Also 2nclosed are s~~e sa~p12s
of flyers and programs that mignt give you ideas
along wi~ll some helpful guides for pUblici~y,
speakers' bureau, facilitating and brochure.
In the future, I plan to produce a "how-to"
manual"for groups in formation covering a range
of subjects. In the meantime, perhaps you can
use this material.
I enjoyed the good talk with Alida. Tell her
hello for me. Truly, good luck to each -- and
all -- of you. Please call if we can further
assist.
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FEDERATION of PARENTS and FRIENDS
of LESBIANS and GAYS, Inc.

P.O. Box 20308
Denver, Colorado 80220
(303) 321-2270

January 25, 1988

Mrs. Norma J. Robinson
10300 Wilcrest Drive, #707
Houston, Texas 77099
Dear Mrs. Robinson:
This letter is to verify and affirm the fact that the only Parents
and Friends of Lesbians and Gays in the Houston area officially
affiliated with tne national Federation of Parents and Friends of
LesDians and Gays, Inc. is the chapter of which you are president.
All referrals from other organizations, service and support groups,
business and professional people, educational facilities, religious
communities and leadership, etc. that are seeking information or
family support concerning homosexualicy should be directed to the
recognized P-FLAG chapter of Houston.
The Federation also acknowledges that your chapter is the only
Houston gro~p to have paid chapter ctU0S to the ~ati8nal uf~ic~.
(Oc~0i.Jer 19a!)
We wish you well in your efforts to be strong, helpful and eff2~tive
in Houston. Please contact me or Gay Bossart, Director of Federation
Office in Denver,if we can be of further help in what you are trying
to accomplish. We hope some of you can attend the next P-FLAG
national convention in Chicago October 7 - 10, 1988.

Most sincerely,
t ~A-~ ,X'l-/'t k~aLf.t't~

'I'
Elinor Kirby Lewallen
National President
Federation of Parents and Friends of Lesbians and Gays, Inc.

EL/gb

A.non-pront tax exempt organization
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FEDERATION of PARENTS and FRIENDS
of LESBIANS and GAYS,Inc.

P.O. Box 20308
Denver, Colorado 80220
(303) 321-2270

June 30, 1988

Freda Jerrell
1323 Wi tte, No.
Houston, Texas

232
77055

Dear Freda:
Word has come to me that you inform the Houston Gay and Lesbian
Switchboard that you are the official parent contact for the Federa-
tion of Parents and Friends of Lesbians and Gays and to provide your
name as referral for parent calls.
I need to inform you, Freda, that after reviewing your situation care-
fully (actually over a period long before my term as national president)
that it is in the best interests of Parents FLAG that you not be our
parent contact in Houston. Your name is no longer listed in the
Directory of Chapters and Contacts. It is only fair that I let you
know thi s fact.
You can certainly have meetings in your home with whomever you wish.
Those people can be members of Parents FLAG nationally just as you can
be. (You know the fee schedule.) But Mrs. Norma Robinson is the
Federation1s only official and recognized contact in the Houston area.
We would hope you make this clear to the parents with whom you come
in contact. We would also request that you discontinue advertising
yourself or your meetings as affiliated with the Federation of Parents
FLAG.

Sincerely,
~X~

Mid-Atlantic
Paulette Goodman, President Elect
Silver Spring, Maryland Eli nor Kirby Lewa 11en
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These people [at this church] do not

want to be seen in Montrose. I had bought
books and supplies out of my own pocket.
about or above $500 worth, which they
have taken without reimbursing any
money at all or offering to share.

Please do not ever associate that
church group with US. We now have
Parents FLAG·West meetings at my place.
third Sundays, 2 p.m.

Freda Jerrell
Former Gay Pride Parade Grand Marshal
Houston, TX

Gay Policemen
Last week TWT NEWS published a news story
about a gay Houston Police Officer. That story
has prompted the following comment from
another HPO officer who said his COMMENT

(see below) "reflects the opinion of myself and
several fellow officers. "-Editor.

JOj

~.""",
oJ•.
I ••• ~~..•...-~~ ..\

Dear TWr:
I am writing in support of former HPD

Officer Mark Timmers. It is true there are
a lot of gay and bisexual officers, both
male and female. Being a fellow officer, I
can attest to the hell that Mark went
through. I live through this hell every day.

I have seen how some members of the
gay community have been treated by
some officers. It's not very nice. This is
one of the many reasons that I choose not
to reveal myself to my fellow officers. I
am sure other officers feel the same way.

Can you imagine how we would be
treated if they ever found out? Needless
to say, we would be fired sooner or later,
to say the least. I can only appreciate the
fact that my lover has been there for me
at all times. Others are not so fortunate,
however.

It's true that living this life is very
difficult and contradicts my career, not to
mention our social life, but this is my
chosen protesston. I only ask the under-
standing of each member of the com-
munity and if I happen to run into you
while on duty and I don't speak to you,
please don't take it personally. Just
imagine the predicament that I am in.

Gay HPD Officer
Name Withheld by Request
Houston, TX

~rmer Grand Marshal
DearTWr:

I know that all of you have seen the
Houston Lesbian/Gay Pride Week guide. I
thought it was very good; that is, until I
got to page 35, where these people who
hold Parents FLAG meetings at the
Lutheran Church on Waugh Dr. are listed.

,-..~
."...•
I ~
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The Gay Society
Dear TWT:

I would like to address the issue of
"lesbian-qay" pride. The gay community
throughout the world and throughout
hundreds of years has sought a unity
amongst its own. I realize that change is
an ever constant reality in our lives.
People Change. governments change and
the seasons change. We need change, in
order to challenge our lives, so that we
may grow within ourselves.

I truly believe those who have chosen
to separate the word "gay" from meaning,
all of us who have made a sexual pref-
erence of homosexuality, to "Iesbian-gay,"
are stuck or driven within their own
negative and political existence. Perhaps
it is that lesbians are afraid of the
qualities and feminine side of gay men.

There is a new consciousness hap-
pening in the gay community. There is
more love, more forgiveness and more
enlightenment among both men and
women. I believe we are growing each day

Let us depart from this year, 1988, with
a unity and change. where awareness has
begun. Let go of your dramas and. your
issues. Let us show our city, our state,
our country and our world, we are all
united.

We are the "gay" society we want to
be. Let us be all that we are, that is, we
are gay.

Shawn Towler
Houston, TX
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Houston as she once did in the Montrose
area, and hope we can resolve these
problems in a realistic and amicable
manner.

S500 for things she bought out of her own
pocket. We operate on a very small
budget, and had less than $100 at the
time she asked for reimbursement.

Parents FLAG Houston decided not to
reimburse Freda for the following reasons:
1) We didn't have the money, and 2) We
felt that If some member chose to spend
all that money out of his or her own
pocket when dues were collected and
should have gone for those things, then it
was the donor's wish to do that.

While Freda was president, Parents
FLAG coliecfed dues and had fund-raisers
each year. There should have been
enough money to pay for the normal
Items of running an organization. Why
wasn't there? And if, as president, you are
running into large deficits, you let the
members know, so they can decide to
either contribute, or stop the spending.
What you don't do Is keep spending and
spending and then two years later present
a bill to the group. I know that for all the
organizations I have run in the gay
community, that situation would never be
allowed to happen and is untenable.

As far as taking any of Freda's books
goes, I do not remember her ever asking
for any back, It is possible that we have
books that belong to her. If so, I will see
that she gets them back with all due haste,
once we find out what we have of hers.

One last thing that needs clarification.
Freda says toward the end of her letter
that "these people (at this church) do not
want to be seen in Montrose." We meet at
Grace Lutheran Church, right in the heart
of Montrose. Most members live
elsewhere, so It would be much easier to
meet in Bellaire, or on Highway 6, but we
meet in Montrose because we choose to
be at the symbolic heart of Houston's gay
community. We are now and always have
been there for the gay and lesbian
community, to help our friends and loved
ones cope with a difficult reality and
understanding.

I am truly sorry that this has to be aired
in the press, but as you can see, there are
two sides to the same coin. We at parents
FLAG Houston are thankful for the work
and guidance that Freda Jerrell gave this
organization. We were sorry when she left.

We think there is room in Houston for
at least two Parents FLAGs and would
like to see one in the Southwest, North
and Northwest. We believe Freda will
continue to help those in need in West

I was disappOinted, however, by one
sign carried by an atheist reading "If God
Is Love, Why Are Christians Hatred?"

I consider myself a Christian and one of
the nicest, loving guys in the world. A
more thought·provoking statement would
have read, " If God Is Love, Why Is There
Hatred in the WOrld?"

I probably would have agreed that they
have a point. But to say that Christians
are hateful is an insult, actually It's a
hatred statement in Itself.

I loved seeing the representation of the
gay fathers, the butches and the fems, the
lesbians, mothers, Christians and atheists,
and let's not forget those wonderful kids. You mistook what we wrote. TWT Intended to

The Houston gay pride parade should say that we thought it was unfortunate that
be a time to stand for who you are and be the only way some Oklahomans could march
proud of It. The jabbing statement [on Gay in thelrprideparade was to cover their heads
Atheist fioat) was unnecessary and an with a hood to conceal their Identlty.-Edltor.
ugly flaw on a beautiful tribute to all gays. (

A proud gay and a loving one . Controversy Continues
Houston, TX

DearTWT:
Hooded Marchers I read with dismay the letter from Freda

Jerrell about Parents and Fnends of
Lesbians and Gays, Houston (Parents
FLAG) in your June 24 issue. I am the
vice-president of this organization, was a
member when Freda was president and
consider myself a friend of hers.

Her letter is somewhat misleading and
needs to be commented on from the other
side. Some facts that can be proven with
tangible documents need to be discussed.
Freda Jerrell was president for a number
of years of the group she now calls "that
church group." That church group is
currentiy the only chapter of Parents and
Friends of Lesbians and Gays In Houston
recognized by the national organization.
We have the letter from National to that
effect.

While Freda was president. she did an
excellent job and connnues to be one of
the best triends the gay community has. I
don't think there is anyone who knows
her, or her work. that can truthfully say
otherwise. However. atter being president
for a number of years (I think six), Freda ,.
was voted out of office at a regularly
scheduled, constituuonar election. This is
a normal procedure with all organizations
that I am tamihar with. SometIme soon
after that, Freda stopped coming to the
meetings and decided to drsassociate
herself from the organization she helped
build. This was In 1986.

She then told 'us we owed her about

I just don't see how making a spectacle
of ourselves by parading bar-stool
cowboys, drag Queens, cult masculine
figures and our drunken ways in front of
our own community, sightseers and thrill·
seekers is going to increase pride or earn
respect. However, if I did, I certainly think
that hiding behind a disguise while I did It
would prove to all that indeed, I am
ashamed of everything that I am marching
for.

Stuart Kane, Vice-President
Parents and Friends of

~bians and Gays Houston

Pastor Replies
Dear TWT:

Few persons have done more to
advance gay and lesbian rights In this city
than Freda Jerrell. For that, many,
Including myself, are extremely thankful.

Freda's comment two weeks ago in TWT
concerning Parents FLAG meetings at
Grace Lutheran Church needs additional
information. First, Grace Lutheran Church
simply provides a meeting place for the
group which calls itself Parents FLAG.
They are not a "church group."

Second, whatever difficulties exist do
so between this group and Freda Grace
Lutheran Church has not received or in
any way made use of materials purchased
by Freda and possibly retained by the
group which meets here.

I assure your readers that Grace
Lutheran Church is open to all persons
who wish a congregational home in which
to worship, serve and have fellowship. It is
our intention as a congregation to
continue to be an integral part of this
community, serving all whom we can in
the spirit of God's grace.

Rev. H. Eldon Akerman
Pastor
Grace Lutheran Church
Houston, TX

0reda Responds
DearTWT:

It seems that what I wrote about the
"other" Parents FLAG group's meetings at
Grace Lutheran Church was misconstrued
by some of the members of the church. I
am sorry to have given that impression.

We have met at Grace Lutheran in the
past and found them very supportive.
Please accept my apology.

I still believe Grace Lutheran to open
their doors to all people. I was not writing
about the church, but the other FLAG
group.

Freda Jerrell
Houston, TX ~

Christopher "Buck" Earnest
Houston, TX

Dear TWT:
Crap of the Week? Possibly you should

reprint and call It "TWT Error in Judgment
of the Week'" This letter is written in
reference to "Crap of the Week" [HOT TEA,
June 24).

In my opinion, if one is proud enough or
feels strong enough to march in a parade,
there should be no reason to cover their
heads or disguise their identity for any
reason. Maybe Oklahoma is correct not to
let a hood or mask be a guise that has
shielded bigots, racists and killers for
years against taking full responsibility for
their actions.

I [was] not in attendance for the gay
pride parade. Why? Not because I didn't
want to be identified as a homosexual;
not because I'm not proud of who and
what I am, but exactly the opposite. I am
proud, and I'm showing my pride by doing
something constructive with my time
instead of succumbing to yet another
reason to drink and cruise-the major
afflictions that disassociate our
community and pride.

Will the gay community ever wake up
and realize that it is not only pride for and
among ourselves that is important? What
about respect? Respect for ourselves,
each other, for others and from others is
the key to a proud and successful
existence.

":;
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sort drinks and 6armixes. along with
paper and linen supplies. Ccnsider adjunct
services purchased by The Aoartment-air
conditioning units, maintenance. janitorial
supplies, etc .• etc., etc. All of the afore-
mentioned will cease, thereoy creating
quite possibly more unemployment and
very definitely a loss of tax revenues from
these service providers. Furthermore, the
owner of The Apartment WIll be unable to
sell this thriving, revenu~nerating,
taxpaying small business 'Nlthout a CS-1
zone change. Yet another loss.

The city of Austin is currently involved
in the worst financial crisis since the
depression. In the past year alone, more
than 300 businesses have Closed their
doors, thereby depriving the city of Austin
of tax revenues, greatly diminiShed utilities
income that pushes up rates that you and
I pay for.

Assist with creating a win, win, win
situation for the city of Austin, not fiscal
irresponsibility. It is also ciscnrntnatorv
and neither fair nor equitable that a few
individuals from a neighbOrhOOd association
can lay claim and attempt to destroy a
viable, revenue-generating, taxpaying
business, at the same location for 20
years, because it happens to be Austin'S
'oldest, most established gay bar. I hereby
request you to vote for a zoning change
from CS to C5-1 for The Apartment.

Tony Pellegrino
.Concerned Citizen
Austin, TX

Fairies Say Thank You
DearTWT:

On behalf of myself and the A.S.A.
Rubber Fairies, I would like to thank the
staff and management of The Crossing on
their summer carnival for A.S.A. As usual,
they did a fabulous job. Great fun was had
by all and good money was raised for
AIDS Services of Austin. .

We would also like to thank our
celebrity dunkees, those giving folks who
took the plunge for A.S.A. In the Rubber
Fairies Dunking Booth. Most of all, many
thanks to all who came and enjoyed the
festivities. We greatly appreciate your
support.

Tony Pavia
A.SA Rubber Fairies

,

- Austin, TX
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G.A.Y. Group
Dear TWT:

At last, the club of the century has
been established. Gays Around You
(GAY.) was formed by a handful of
people on Thursday, July 7 at the Rock-N-
Horse. Everyone is encouraged to join or
stop by one of our weekly meetings.

G.A.Y. is predominantly comprised of
gay women, but gay men are also a
substantial part, and a must to our
success. You see, we are one group in the
gay community and share many issues
and many problems that must be resolved
by a united front-not by separate lesbian
and gay groups. G.A.Y. was so named to
eliminate the two words that essentially
have divided our community: "lesbian"
and "gay." We are gay-all of us around
you.

The goal and endeavor of G.A.Y. are to
provide assistance and aid to the many
needy services that are part of our
neighborhoods.

So stop by the Rock-N-Horse at 1220
Taft for the meetings, held Thursdays at
7:30 p.m. Meet our members, and help us'
make G.A.Y. more of a success. You'll be
"rightfully proud" you did.

Gino Moreno
Historian/GAY.
Houston, TX

Freda Responds
Dear TWT:

Why did I get raked over the coals by
Stuart Kane? Why did the president not
contact me if there was something that
could be worked out?

In the first few years we didn't have
members who would do anything. Every-
thing depended on me and I got all the
flack. I hope that it has changed.

We had a regional convention at the
Holiday Inn on Memorial Drive. It was
successful to a point. I had to do
everything because no one could or
wanted to do anything. -

As moneymakers we had papers and
books for sale at a discount price. I found
out that the people I had asked to sell
them were giving them away.

We had a nice dinner banquet with
Councilman George Greanias and Rev.
Matthew Costello from San Francisco. The
tickets to the banquet were $25 per
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• person. Some members went home to
change clothes and brought neighbors
back with them for the dinner. We were
out $50 a couple. They had been told not
to do that.

I was tired, so I resigned from the
national and local groups. I have given
enough years of my life. I loved it, I love
the gay and lesbian community. I will be
around a long time yet. I don't need the
National Federation of PFlag. Now I get a
letter telling me that I am no longer a
member. Isn't life a comedy?

Oh, I forgot to say that our vice'
president, Betty, was always consulted
about everything we spent money for,
there was no hanky-panky. I can sleep at
night. I wish for anyone working for
gayllesbian rights and their parents to
hang in there. I am going to do that.

Freda Jerrell
Parents Flag-West Houston
Houston, TX

Mock Rodeo

\.

i
I

Dear TWT:
On Sunday, July 10, 1988 I hosted a

Mock Rodeo and Playday at Wranglers in
Houston. The event was a great success
financially and all of the participants had a
great time.

My wholehearted thanks to Dennis
Harms and Dennis Alison-the 0&0
Sisters-for allowing us the use of their
facilities. My special thanks to Mr. Tom
Ryan, owner of the Brazos Back Pocket
store for the donation of an engraved "All
Around" belt buckle that was won by
Scott Miller. Gary Cohen, owner of The
Hat Store, donated a straw hat that was
won by Peggy Strauss, who placed second.

Our other winners included Tammy
Field, David Chapman, Jesse Coronado,
Mark Turner, Todd Vesley, Mark Coleman
and Wayne Graybine. The event was fun
for all who entered the contest and for
those ~ho were only spectators.

In closing I would also like to thank Jim
Walker for his private donation to the
benefit and additionally thank Jesse
Coronado for accepting the Barrel Racing
challenge proposed by the audience. At
the next rodeo we'll have a steel reinforced
scooter that won't "bend under pressure."

Larry Garr-ett
Candidate, Mr. T.G.R.A. 1989
Houston, TX

That Disco St'
Dear TWT:

So like, how come they never play any
rock 'n' roll music in "gay" bars? There
are a lot of folks out there who just don't
dig that disco stuff.

The sounds are generated by a computer
program, and then they get some dizzy
female or a dude with a funny haircut to
sing the sappy words in the conventional
manner. It brings me down. It's not like I
need to hear the Stones or Janis or Dylan.
I realize I can only hope for so much from
those of my kind.

But hey, why should that soulless
dance music be forcefed to anyone who
goes into any "gay" bar? It's a pain in the
brain to anyone who really cares about
music.

Last week I actually heard a cheer go
up when the OJ surprised us by inter-
rupting the monotonous drone of synthe-
sized drums to play "Roll With It" by
Steve Winwood. People were genuinely
grateful for a little variety.

M.X.R.
Houston.

Perhaps our Texas deejays would wish to
respond by writing to COMMfNT.-Editor.

Written in Anger
Dear TWT:

The COMMENT letter from Lee M. O'Rear
in the June 24·30 issue of TWT was
obviously written in anger. Although I,
personally, have always felt that gay and
Christian is contradictory, it was
shortsighted of O'Rear to chide gay
Christians for their beliefs.

We all need to put faith into our
personal convictions, whether they are of
a philosophical or religious foundation.
I'm sure most gay Christians are not
ignorant of the philosophical·religious
differences. These can never be resolved.

We are still living in a Christian-oriented
era. Gays are part of it, despite the
contradictions. If appealing to a Christian
deity can give peace of mind to an
individual, why should we object?

My later brother Steve reconciled his
fears of dying from AIDS by seeking out
his earlier faith in the Catholic Church.
Can you blame him? If this seems
patronizing of Christianity, I'm sorry. And,
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, fJ Parents & Friends of Gays
Dear TVvT:

ParentsiFriends of Lesbians and Gays
has a new national president. She wrote
me a fE1W v ',"ks 3.go and informed me
thai: am no longer a member of the
organization.

Norma Robinson, Wr10 is the president,
has circulated a lot of untruths about me
here in Houston and she is the one who
instigated the above,

I am getting [togettlerj a group here in
Houston, It will be [tor] relatives and
iriends of lesbians and gays, As before, it
will take time, We will meet at my
aoartrnent for a while. My phone number
is still (713) 464·6663.

Freda Jerrell
Houston, TX

Dallas Parade \Vrap-Up
Dear TWT:

en behalf of tile Dallas Tavern Guild, I
want to thank the 31 organizations, the 28
businesses and the various volunteers and
drivers who participated in the 1988 Texas
Freedom Parade on September 28. I also
want 10 thank the many thousands of
spectators who jammed Cedar Springs
Road to watch, to applaud and to express
their pride and appreciation in our lesbian
and g&.\! organ;zations and businesses
who make our uves so much better.

This year's parade was the most
suocesstul to date, both in the number of
entries and in the overall appearance of
the entire parade. MaflY units gave the
appear8.nce of profesGionally-bllilt floats,
yet they were built by volunteers, Many
units were large or elaborate and many
were not, yet they were in there expressing
their pride and gratitude to the
community, On this special day the
community was "rightfully proud" ... and
united.

Congratulations are extended to the
PWA Coalition of Dallas, The Wave, the
Dallas Gay Alliance, Village Station, Club
Body Center and to Captain Condom and
the Viruses [members of the Dallas

"r"-.GE 2(-,

County Health Department] for being
seiected as the parade trophy winners for
this year.

In addition, congratulations to the two
couples, Vivienne Armstrong and Louise
Young, and Allan Calkin and Peter Brooks,
astne Community Service Award winners
for this year and to DIFFA [Design
IndustlY Foundation for AIDS] for tnair
outstanding fund-raising support to (,ur
Ai OS-related organizations.

Since I was selected co-grand marshal
along with Lori [Huitt] Masters, rt is ~ little
more difficult to just ""Y. :'CongratuiR- '
tions!" Lori and I we(EJ voted upon by the
'parade representativ.:,,;; at the parade
meeting, and I knovv Lori is equally proud
and appreciative of this honor as I have
been, v\le ootn thank those who voted for
us "Old '<'18 thank the community.

As a matter of community information,
dii expeniies have been paid by the Dallas
Tavern Guild for this year's Pride Events,
thanks to everyone who attended DTG
benefits this year. This includes a special
thanks to all who attended the belated 8ig
Event to pay for the final bills. Net Income
from benefits, contributtcns and parade
fees amounted to $14,423.92, which wat'
added to last year's remaining balance of
$2,806.35.

E;(penses have been $13,423.93 and
contributions to AIDS-related organ-
izations and to Community Resource
Center/Gayline have totaled $3,039.93,
lsavinq a balance of $1,317.50.

From that balance, additional operating
expenses and deposits for next year's
parade must be paid bebre the end of
this year. As annouoced at Lee Park, the
1ge9 Texas Freedom Parade will be held
on Sunday, September 24.

I personally must thank the supporting
rnembers--the vast majority of gay bar
owners and managers in Dallas-of the
Dallas Tavern Guild, Paul Lewis and
Ivlichael Devore of Caven Enterprises,
Chuck North for the street flags and all
his contributors, and to the statf of THIS
WEEK IN TEXAS, both in Dallas and Houston.

Alan Ross
Dailas, TX \It~~:;
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Dear TWT:
I am tired of the AIDS Foundation of

Houston continually stating that they are
the oldest AIDS service organization in
Texas. Does anyone remember Gary
Beauregard, Ken Vance, Gary Treese,
Jennifer Rantz, Bill Scott?

They worked Wittl Of. Peter Mansell,
Mac MCAdory and Michael Wilson to
establish the then-called Kaposi's
Sarcoma [Foundationj Committee of
Houston. They vtei« from the Montrose
Counseling Center. T~e Montrose
Counseling Center began programs for
AIDS in late 1981; no one else in Texas,
not even the Department of Health, was
addressing the Issue.

[Furthermorej, the Montrose Counseling
Center helped form the Oak Lawn
Counseling Center in Dallas and Waterloo
Counseling Center in Austin. Let's stop
trying trying to rewrite our history and
give credit where it is due.

Matt Earl
Houston, TX

More People Should Smile
Dear TWT:

I frequent discotheques primarily
because I love to dance. While "on
break," I visit with friends or just cool
down by corns merciful air conditioned
vent. From hours of observation I
conclude that if a lot of the fellows would
concentrate more on a friendly smile
and/or simple courtesies when bumping
into someone, they would be more
beautiful!

Contrary to your beliefs, most people
do not want to take you home. And for the
one who wants to, a simple "No!" will
suffice. So smile and be beautiful-you
can bel And ail the money you save on
hair spray, etc., donate it to the AFH
[AIDS]. and that way you can make even
more people smile.

,.. \~,
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'4.~.:.: M.L. Frost

Houston, TX
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Oxygen Treatment Concerns
Dear TWT:

In TWT [Vol. 14, #32j Mr. Gen'3
Gronewald, in describing a supposed
health product, wrote that it was
"a ... source of pure oxygen in liquid form"
and "composed of nontoxic stabilized
electrolytes of oxygen in molecular form."

These statements are gobbledygook as
anyone with a good dictionary or a basic
knowledge of science can easily discover.

A source of pure oxygen in liquid form
would immediately cause death by
freezing. Oxygen is an element. There is
no such thing as an electrolyte of oxygen.

Oxygen is a highly corrosive, highly
reactive substance, and highly disruptive
of many life processes,

i do know that people who are concerned
about their health are often susceptible to
doubletalk that sounds scientific. I hope
TWT readers will thoroughly investigate any
product before putting it into their bodies.

Lars Eighner
Austin, TX

More on Oxygen
Dear TWT:

I am writing in regard to an article in
the HEALTH section of TWT [October 7,
'1988]. According to the question I am
refE'lrfing to, experts stated that the
correct doses of oxygen in the
bloodstream can curb or even stop the
spread of AIDS.

A process known as hyperoxygenation
can be done with common hydrogen
peroxide and diluted with water in the
right dosages, I am trying to find out as
much as I can about this process. Could
you tell me how or who I need to contact
for the information? Any information at all
will be greatly appreciated.

Judd Duffy
Dallas, TX

See followup HEALTH article in TWT dated
October 21, 1988 regarding product research
in Dallas on Aerobic 07.-Editor. wn
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July 25, 1989

Alida Webb
5452 Longmont
Houston, Texas 77056

Dear Alida:

This is to acknowledge receipt of your completed permission form for
listing in the Parents FLAG Directory of Chapters and Contacts.
It is good to have you along with Norma as you have been part of
all the formative stages, re-grouping and the struggle for distancing
and identity from Freda. Welcome to our caring~ and helping family!

Enclosed is a copy of the Directory for your use and reference. It
is due for its annual updating as many changes have occured since
November issue. The new issue, of course, will carry your listing.
But I wanted you to have a copy to at least get started should you
get a call for help or information as your name will be now be
provided to anyone calling me for a contact in Houston.

I think your chapter does have copies of the four Parents FLAG
publications, but you need your own set for your own educationl
preparation to help you know what to say when people call. If
you need more, you may order from this office.

The Parents FLAG Regional Director for you is: Thelma Aucoin,
213 Eastland Drive, Lafayette, Louisana 70503. (318) 984-2216.
She is your first line for assistance and support as a contact
and as a chapter.

Best wishes, Alida, in the work in which we believe strongly.
Your pre sense in Houston for Parents FLAG is very important.

Sincerely,

,~

Gay Bossart
Director
Family and Chapter Support

Enc.
cc: T. Aucoin

A non-profit tax exempt organization


